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If you change your address, email 
address, phone number, or Porsche car 
you own, please update your profile at 
www.pca.org. This helps us communicate 
with you and ensures you’ll continue to 
rece ive PANORAMA, the off ic ia l 
magazine.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

If you know someone who owns a Porsche, why 
not ask them to join the Club? They can contact 
Membership Chair Malcolm Hinds at (204)488-
9622 or at Membership@redriverpca.org

Red River Region

Membership Report
1 JULY 2017

RRR Primary Members: 164

Affiliates: 111

Total: 275

  PCA Total Membership: 77,943

Please welcome our returning 
members:

* ROB & ELLEN CLEMENT

1999 CARRERA 4 CABRIOLET

Welcome to summer!

We have already had a few great 
events for the driving season. Our May 
7 meeting was held at Porsche Centre 
and was the highest ever attendance 
for a meeting. Over 60 people had a 
tasty lunch and got to look at the 
Porsche Centre inventory. Thanks to 
Porsche Centre for this great event!

Thanks also to George Derwin and Catherine Carlson 
for hosting the Pool Party this year. It was a fun time 
and the weather cooperated. Thanks to Andy Tighe for 
arranging all the Cars and Coffee/Ice Cream events this 
year. These casual events happen regardless of weather 
so try one out. Thanks to Board members, Hussein and 
Linda for arranging the first dinner cruise to Oma's this 
year. Hussein is also leading the July 22 dinner cruise 
to Matlock. 

The River Ridge Retirement car show has been 
postponed to Wednesday July 26 (with a rain date of 
July 27). 

Thanks to Dallas for organizing the garage tour event 
this year. Make a point of attending this year but save 
some fuel for the drive to Matlock later that day. 

Make plans to attend our Concours D'elegance this 
year on September 10. We have held this event every 
two years and it is a judged car show followed by a 
nice dinner. The judging is very casual - the cars are 
mostly evaluated on their cleanliness. It will be held at 
Breezy Bend Country Club and will cost around $50. 
Invitations will be mailed out around the end of July. 

Our annual trip to Bemidji is September 15 - 17 this 
year. Information was emailed last week. The hotel 
rooms fill up fast so book early if you plan on 
attending. Further details are in the story on page 6.

It’s going to be a great summer so let’s get out and 
DRIVE!

David
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Many Passions, Little Time

Like many members of our 
club, I have motor vehicle 
enthusiasm that encompasses 
more than Porsche. In my case, 
it’s a disease of another variety 
- motorcycles.

It all started innocently enough when I was 19 or so. 
My father, who had always wanted to ride but had 
never had the opportunity to learn, brought home a 
bike in the back of his truck. It was a 1985 Honda 
Rebel 250, candy red, and it was pretty much the 
perfect learner bike.

We brought it down out of the back of the truck and 
just contemplated it. We had a bike! We were going to 
learn to ride! So for me, it was off to a pawn shop (!) 
to find a used motorcycle helmet (!!) (in my defence, I 
was a broke University student and didn’t know much 
better)

Back in the day, it was much simpler to obtain a Class 
5 license to ride a motorcycle. Written test to get a 
learner’s permit, then ride your bike down to the test 
station to take the road test for the full license. The 
tester drove behind in a car, honking his horn once for 
a left turn and twice for right. Fifteen nerve-wracking 
minutes later... full motorcycle license. No graduated 
licensing business or any of that, either. You could go 
from your test straight onto a 600-lb Harley or 130hp 
Yamaha FZR1000 EXUP. You’re good to go, bub! 

And these were the stuff of teenage fantasy. Being a 
sportbike enthusiast myself, I eschewed cruisers and 
touring bikes in favour of superbikes, race replicas 
and, more realistically, café racers. While I dreamed of 
EXUPs, Suzuki GSX-R750s and 1100s, Kawasaki 
ZX-7Rs and Honda RC30s, finances limited me to a 
world of UJMs (Universal Japanese Motorcycles) with 

“ace” (dropped) handlebars and raucous exhausts.

So Rebel 250 begat Yamaha YR5 (a two-stroke twin 
that was pushed farther than it was ridden, and was 
returned to the used-bike lot within two weeks) begat 
Kawasaki Kz750 twin (great bike but heavy, and took 
me on my first road trips with Dad) and a Suzuki 
GS400 at law school... the Kawasaki was sold at a 
yard sale in favour of a lovely 1990 Honda Hawk GT 
which I had for almost 20 years and modified 
extensively with clip-on bars, RC30 fairing, Muzzy 
exhaust, jet kit, rearset pegs, CBR900RR shock, 
braided brake lines, etc...

Then with increased income from a career, and some 
storage in the form of a shed, came more bikes: 
Ducati 900SS/SP, Honda CB400F (another café 
racer)... then the Hawk GT was finally sold on and a 
first-year Yamaha R1 joined the stable. A pearl white 
Ducati 848 was too good a deal to pass up so that 
found a place in the now-double-car-garage too.

But along the line in 2008, my Dad and I bought a 
1986 Suzuki GSX-R1100 as a light restoration 
project. Well, you can imagine how that went... turns 
out in addition to cosmetics, the bike needed a lot 
more mechanical work on carbs and innards. But 
we’ve persevered, and only 9 years later (!!) the bike 
is nearly ready to return from Brandon to Winnipeg, 
under its own power. I’m really looking forward to 
riding this Ur-superbike of the 1980s and hopefully 
getting some rides in with Pam on the back, as the 
passenger accommodations on my more modern 
bikes are “punishing” to say the least.

So that’s the two-wheeled hobby that takes me away 
from my Porsche sometimes. Maybe you have a 
motorized passion apart from your Porsche too... how 
about sharing that story with the rest of us? You never 
know, you might even find a kindred spirit out there 
among your fellow Ramblers :-)
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Discounted rates for Red River Region PCA Members

Not David and Karen Breed’s pool

Photos by Bruce Tait - Porsche Parade 2011



by Andy Tighe

photos by the author except where credited
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1973 BMW 3.0CSL

1964 Aston Martin DB5

 

Parade in Spokane July 9-15

Dinner cruise July 22

NWO run July 28-30

Pony Corral – August 13

Run for the hills – August 24-27

by Richard Wansbutter

Rich Siegert and I are starting to plan the Escape to Bemidji IV 
and we just wanted to provide a brief note on the trip in September 
– but more importantly to ask members to reserve these dates in 
their calendars!

Like last year there will be a couple of options for leaving from 
Winnipeg:

�    Travel together as a group from Winnipeg to Bemidji – with 
lunch at the Sportman’s Lodge – near Baudette;

�    Leave on your own – for those who may want to do a little 
shopping in Grand Forks;

�    Leave Thursday for those who may want to golf Friday in 
Bemidji.

On the Winnipeg end – as with last year we will get together at 
Deacon’s Corner at 10:00 am for the drive down to Bemidji on 
Friday September 15.  Plan is to stop for lunch at Sportsman’s 
Lodge  in Baudette MN.

Rich is looking at a couple various routes and new option for this 
year – maybe a pontoon boat trip around the lake!?  In addition – 
members spoke and we have listened! There was a fair bit of 
feedback from participants that they would like to do Route #113 
twice. Remember that one? Changes in elevation, decreasing 
radius turns, too many curves to count? Yes that one!  Stay tuned!

I also received a fair bit of feedback on the route down and avoiding 
Steinbach. Hey I tried! I had provided detailed instructions but the 
lead Porsche Pilot chose to ignore them – and offered one of the best 
excuses I have heard in a long time – “sorry about that – I just out 
drove my GPS instructions”! LOL. We will correct this for this year!

If any wish to let me know they are coming that is great (yes I had a 
few contact me from the first notice).  If any questions or suggestions 
please feel free to drop Rich or me a note!

Room Reservations for our September ‘Escape to 
Bemidji IV” are now available:

A block of rooms has been set aside at the DoubleTree 
by Hilton:  1-218-441-4400.    This block of rooms 
will be held until August 16, 2017.  The number of 
rooms is limited so please book early to avoid 
disappointment.

The block of rooms/group rate is under RRR Porsche 
Club – please quote this when booking.

The hotels rates are as follows (all rates are in $US):

City side/per couple          —————— $425.96

City side/ for one          ———————-$380.18

Lakefront Unit w/balcony per couple——- $448.14

Lakefront Unit w/balcony for one———– $402.36

Please note – this is an all-inclusive rate for the entire 
weekend - it includes Saturday evening dinner, 
breakfast on Saturday and Sunday, Friday evening 
appetizers and snacks and gratuity, and all taxes on 
rooms and food.    (Cash bar on Friday and Saturday)

If you are planning to attend and have made a 
reservation please let me know — just makes planning 
a bit easier!

If any questions or suggestions, or have made a 
reservation, please feel free to drop Rich or me a note!

Rich Siegert – richws@midco.net

Richard Wansbutter - rwansbutter@gmail.com

mailto:richws@midco.net
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GARAGE TOUR

JULY 22 - 9:00am
87 Elmvale Crescent
~10:00am 63 Coleridge Park Drive

~11:00am  5 Halparin Drive

*Garages may not be exactly as shown

Watch your email for route map!
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ARE YOU EXPERIENCED?
The Porsche Driving Experience at Gimli Motorsports Park - 20 June 2017

By Dallas Ewen

I asked, I cajoled, I all but begged. And in the end, it was 
totally worth it. Half-a-day, brand-new Porsche sports cars, 
world-class instructors and an empty racetrack. Does it get 
better than this?

The Concept

In the words of Porsche Canada, “with Porsche Driving 
Experience, you don’t just find out what our vehicles are 
made of. You also see just how far you can push yourself. 
Enthusiasts of all skill levels are invited to get behind the 
wheel of their favorite Porsche model and stare down sharp 
corners, slopes and surfaces on tracks specifically designed 
to challenge any sports car.” And minus the “slopes” 
(although the Gimli track surface is pretty poor) that’s what 
we did. 

I was warned to be on time at the track - breakfast 
would be served at 8:30am with track time to start 
promptly after that. So I decided to make a mini-
holiday of things, drive up to Gimli the evening 
before, and get a good night’s rest at the 
Lakeshore Inn.

The drive up Highway 8 in my ‘85 911 was 
mostly uneventful, albeit with some at-times 
heavy rain. This wasn’t entirely a disaster for my 
clean car, though, as it kept the bugs down, and 
clearing skies at the end of the trip mostly dried 
off the car. Being that I can’t stand the car being 
dirty, I was glad to have a chance to wipe it down 
after checking into my hotel room in Gimli. 
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The next day dawned sunny and warm - a perfect day for 
driving - and I was anxious to get to the track. After 
checking out of the perfectly adequate Lakeshore Inn I 
turned the helm of my 911 towards Gimli Motorsports Park, 
just outside the town. On arriving and walking past the 
inviting line of waiting Porsches, I met a fellow participant, 
Taylor, whose father had been invited but was unable to 
attend the event. Lucky Taylor! As participants began to 
arrive, we were served a hearty breakfast and awaited the 
opening presentation by our instructors.

Instructor Jonathan Urlin first addressed the gathered group 
and introduced his fellow instructors: Danny Burkett, Zach 
Robicon, and the incomparable Kees Nierop. All of our 
leaders were current or former racers, and Jon gave us an 
idea of the kind of day we were in for. FUN!

The first order of business was to learn how to adjust the 
seat and wheel of the car for optimal control on the course. 
Kees indicated that while seated, the right foot should just 
touch the firewall behind the brake pedal, and with 
shoulders in the seat, the inside of the wrists should rest on 
the top of the steering wheel. With that sorted, we separated 
into pairs to find cars for our first lapping exercise.

I ended up in a 718 Cayman S with partner 
Patrick, whose wife Lisa and cute little dog had 
accompanied him to the track. A management 
professional, Patrick had saved for years for his 
dream car - a 2017 911 Carrera 4S - and was 
anxious to hone his skills on track. 

The first lapping exercise was “follow the 
leader” - the four cars in our group took turns 
following the instructor in his Cayman, the pace 
gradually increasing as cars took a lap directly 
behind the instructor, then fell to the back of the 
pack, all the while in radio contact.

The course had been prepared for maximum 
efficient learning, with small cones marking the 
braking zone leading up to the high-speed Turn 
One, with additional cones marking the turn-in 
point, apex, and exit of each corner on the track. 
No excuses! Of course, this is all easier said than 
done... it was challenging to keep on line while 
managing acceleration, braking and turning at 
(what felt like) very high speed. Several times 
during the sessions we saw cars well off-line and 
even slightly off-track, but everyone seemed to be 
catching onto the concepts.
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While the 718 Cayman S was great fun on the track with 350 
horsepower, we soon learned to appreciate the benefit of the 
extra 70 horsepower developed by the 911 Carrera S. It made 
things happen on the track just that much faster, but honestly, 
I think I'd need a few track days in the 911 before I was faster 
around Gimli in that car than I would be in the superbly 
balanced mid-engine 718. The PDK transmissions in both cars 
performed faultlessly, cracking off perfect shifts every time 
and allowing the drivers to concentrate on braking, throttle 
and line.

The next exercise allowed us to explore the maximum 
envelopes of our cars in acceleration and braking. Launching 
at full throttle, we drilled the cars down a straight piece of 
track before braking at maximum capacity. Gradually the 
acceleration distances were increased and we braked down 
from higher and higher speeds, triggering the anti-lock and 
pitching us forward in our belts. The accelerative and braking 
capacity of these cars is truly astonishing!

After this was a slalom, but concentrating not on 
sheer speed through the cones, but in developing 
maximum lateral G's with wide arcing lines. It was 
great fun to set the tires squealing with throttle and 
steering lock, feeling the understeer build as speed 
and lock increased.

Then it was back onto the racetrack proper for an 
extended session, each driver following the pacing 
instructor for two laps before dropping back to the 
rear of the pack. Both Patrick and I enjoyed this 
immensely. concentrating on matching the 
instructor's throttle, braking points and lines 
through Gimli's eight corners. We were having such 
fun that when it was our turn to follow the leader, 
we left the rest of our group behind... and had to 
slow nearly to a stop of the front straight to let the 
next in line take his place behind the instructor. 
Only one “moment” ensued as I entered Turn One a 
bit too hot, understeer turning to oversteer midway 
through the decreasing-radius corner. No problem 
to gather it up with a bit of opposite lock though, 
and my embarrassment was tempered by the 
instructor saying “nice catch” over the radio!

All too soon the last session was over, but there was 
time for one last treat - a ride around the course as a 
passenger to one of the instructors driving a Carrera 
S at full chat. As I'd hoped, I drew Kees Nierop as 
my driver, and it was a thrill to be chauffered 
around the track by a Le Mans veteran and former 
Porsche factory shoe!

Kees handled the Carrera S like the pro he is, getting the car a bit twitchy 
through One before straightlining Two up to hard braking for Turn Three - 
apexing late down the short chute to Four - then back on the power, around Five 
and rocketing down through Six before straightlining the entry to Seven, then 
pulling back into the pits. What a lap!

And what a day - massive thanks to Sam Widjewardana and Braeden Mueller of 
Porsche Centre Winnipeg for the invitation, and to Jon, Zach, Danny and Kees, 
as well as to Porsche Canada for providing the top-notch instructors and 
superfast and indestructible Porsche sportscars. A day I won't soon forget, and 
one I'd love to repeat!
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Pool Party!
On June 11, Ramblers George Derwin and 
Catherine Carlson hosted a pool party at their 
home.

Mayhem ensued - these are the photos we can 
print...

(Just kidding of course - thanks to Catherine and 
George for graciously hosting the annual pool 
party!)

And guess who showed up with their newly 
restored 911E...?
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WE CAN
REBUILD HIM
Better... Stronger... Faster!

By Peter and Anna Fuller

In 2008 we purchased our first 911, a 1990 964 C4.  The car 
had about 125,000 miles so we knew that at some point it 
would need engine work.  When we bought the car we 
thought it would be a drive around home on short junkets type 
car and it quickly became a long distance trip car after our we 
attended our first Porsche event, attending the Parade in St. 
Charles IL .  Over the years we have now attended a number 
of parades, including St. Charles, IL, Savannah, GA, Salt 
Lake City, UT and Jay Peak, VT.  We also attended Rennsport 
in Monterey, CA (we live in the center of Canada) and we 
went to Rennsport via the west coast with a few other RRR 
members and did a trip down the Pacific Coast Highway, 
finishing up in Rapid City SD for the final Escape.  These 
trips, along with an annual trip to South Dakota for Run for 
the Hills had us round out the season in the fall of 2016 with 

almost 184,000 miles.

The last few off seasons had us talking about an engine 
rebuild and those ideas never gained great traction because 
why would you want to rebuild an engine on a car that you 
weren't afraid to drive across country!  We were, however, 
getting a little suspicious about the clutch and after many 
consultations with other experienced Porsche friends at our 
regular events we attend, we were becoming more doubtful 
about the clutch and felt something needed to be done in a 
proactive rather than reactive way.  We decided it would be 
better to have control of our own destiny and to take on the 
work as a winter project, rather than be half way to Parade in 
Spokane and become stranded on the roadside!

We looked into alternatives of having the work 
done, but we didn't  have any detailed experience in 
our home city with builders, and felt having the 
work done out of Canada could add extra costs 
through customs charges that we didn't want to 
entertain  -- so long story short, we felt that with all 
of the resources we had been accumulating in terms 
of our own experience working on our car, as well 
as a select group of friends that we knew we could 
tap into for advice, the Rennlist forum we belong 
to, not to mention books, workshop manuals and 
videos, we felt we could take on the challenge 
ourselves!!

It was fairly clear that this was not going to be an 
undertaking by one person – so as in most projects 
we do, this was very much a joint effort by both of 
us.  The detail needed and the volume of detailed 
tracking of the steps to rebuild the 911 engine for 
the first time could be a daunting task and for us we 
felt the devil may be in the detail to ensure a 
successful outcome when we put it all back 
together!  So it began – we started to create an 
excel spreadsheet detailing all of the parts we 
would need as well as a list of tools we felt we 
would need.  We were on vacation in Florida for the 
month of January so that was our planning month 
and the beginning of our parts accumulation!  We 
got home at the beginning of February and the real 
work began.  Our daily winter driver got to park 
outside for the balance of the project so that we 
could turn that parking space in our heated garage 
into our “computer workstation/ parts cleaning and 
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With the help of some fellow 
Rennlisters, we built on some 
previous posts and prepared our 
own very detailed step by step 
instruction document following 
our disassembly which we then 
reversed and documented in 
even more detail, the 
reassembly including what 
seals, crush washers and other 

parts were changed; what sealant we used where and what torque 
value was applied to every bolt and fastener.  As each part was 
removed or disconnected – it was photographed, complete with 
detailed notes including fastener identification, sizes and torque 
values being recorded.  Parts were Ziploc bagged and tagged and 
set aside for reassembly or replacement.  Eventually we married 
up new parts in sister bags with all of the old parts so that we 
knew that we had everything we would need when we got to the 
reassembly.  We didn't want to be held up by some obscure 
missing o-ring! 

We were fortunate enough to be able to borrow some things that 
would hopefully only be one time use such as an engine stand and 
an ATV jack for taking the engine out.  Being a C4 we had to 
remove the transmission and engine in one go so we blocked the 
engine in place using the ATV jack and put another jack under the 
transmission and began the disconnection and removal.  Being 
new to this whole process, the removal seemed daunting.  We 
soon discovered the removal was not as daunting a task as our 
next challenge which was to lift the engine from 17 engines from 
the ground on the ATV jack up to 34 inches to mount it on the 
engine stand!  A few head scratches and the help of a friend we 
can always count on when we get into these things, lead us to a 
two stage lifting process using some large wooden blocks and we 
successfully moved the engine onto the stand!  The first hurdle 
was crossed!

Then we basically moved to the dismantling 
stage which also entailed more cleaning that one 
can imagine!  We also picked out some parts that 
we wanted to have powder coated and got that 
work underway.  Parts management and ordering 
was a continual task and we had accumulated 
some great sources already over the years and 
had some friends recommend a few more.  We 
always did a price comparison of our parts and 
we sourced parts from multiple places 
throughout the entire project.  We eventually 
decided that it would be prudent to upgrade the 
pistons and cylinders as our 1990 version did not 
have the sealing rings so that meant that the 
heads and valves would have to have some 
machine work.

Dismantling
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Eventually, we began the process of putting the engine back 
together following our detailed reassembly instructions.  We 
did not place any time constraints on ourselves as we were 
more concerned with doing it right than doing it fast.  We 
were very methodical to ensure that everything went back 
using the right sealants and torque values.  We lost no time 
while we were waiting for the machine work to be completed, 
we were doing all of the work up to the stage where the heads 
were to go back on.  While we were waiting for our parts the 
phrase “while we're in 

here” became a very popular saying and so the car received a 
new custom made engine insulation sound pad complete with 
a custom made carbon fibre cover at the front edge to secure 
and finish it off nicely!  With the advice from a builder when 
we had him look at our old camshafts, we decided to replace 
them and if we were replacing the camshafts we felt we may 
as well replace the rockers as well!

Reassembly

Once we received the heads, the rebuild went back 
on to our regular work schedule and it felt like it 
was simply a matter of following the steps as we 
were feeling quite comfortable with the level of 
detail we had recorded.

After all of the parts were back on the engine, we 
mated the engine to the transmission and we were 
ready to reinstall them in the car.  We were 
approximately 4 months down the road from the 
removal stage.  The actual install into the car took 
us a Friday evening and most of the day and early 
evening Saturday.  Sunday was spent double 
checking and making all connections in the engine 
bay and transmission and then finally Monday 
morning was the big moment to start her up.  

Again, following fellow Rennlisters and other 
Porsche friends' advice we started 
the car for the first time – it took 
about 3 or 4 ignition tries to get it to 
go and it started up and roared to 
life!!!  We ran it for 20 minutes to 
break in the cams and rockers and 
then we shut it down and changed 
the oil.  We put about 200 miles on 
some break in oil and the car was 
running smoothly.  After about 
another 400 miles on a new batch of 
break-in oil we did another oil 
change and a full valve adjustment.  

We will now run the car for our 
planned drive to Parade and back on 
conventional oil to ensure good 
seating of the rings. The car idles 
well and the engine is running dry – 
no drips showing on the engine or 
the garage floor!  We are looking 
forward to driving it this summer to 
Spokane WA for Parade.
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Recycle your unwanted Porsche magazines, 
books, manuals, CDs & DVDs by donating them -  

to the Red River Region Library.

Contact Librarian Lloyd at  historian@redriverpca.org

Recent acquisitions.
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Business Card size............................................................. $25
Quarter-page.........................................................................$50
Half-page.............................................................................$100
Full page..............................................................................$200 

ADVERTISING IN RED RIVER RAMBLINGS
Display advertisements will be charged at the following rates:

Advertisements will run for one full year (six issues) and the rates 
listed are for the FULL YEAR.

Advertisement fees are payable in advance of publication. 
Please contact the Treasurer, Linda Hogue, at treasurer@redriverpca.org

Classified advertisements will continue to be free for members, 
please see the Classifieds section for full details. This

Space
for 

Rent



Classified ads are free to Red River Region/PCA membersfor items personally owned or sought 
by the member. No commercial ads.Ads must be 60 words or less and must include name and 
email address.One picture may be included per ad. Ads may be edited for space or content. 
Members may place multiple ads, but please be respectful of newsletter space by keeping your 
ads relevant to the Club audience. Deadline for classified ad submission is the 15th of the month 
prior to publication. Ads will run for one issue and may be renewed. Terms of sale and all other 
aspects of any transaction are the sole responsibility of the transacting parties. E-mail your ad to 
newsletter@redriverpca.org.

CLASSIFIEDS

.

986 Boxster front bumper cover. Silver front bumper 
cover, from 2003 base Boxster, fits any base Boxster 99-
04. Excellent condition, no cracks, includes grill inserts. 
Asking $400, would consider trade for GoPro or similar 
dash cam of equivalent value

Call Mark @ 204-794-4688 or email black986@shaw.ca 

Direct from Italy for your 
PORSCHE interior. Three 
jars. One to clean, shine and 
protect against environmental 
elements; one as a 
conditioner and softener, and 
one as a color restorer. A 
natural based product that 
uses no chemicals, colorings, 
silicones, waxes or artificial 
ingredients.  $119 for the set. 
Email:porscheclub@mac.com

MATRIX 3-Axis Accelerometer 
(World's Only Wireless). BRAND 
NEW sealed box. Measures 0-60, 
1/4 Mile (time & speed), Braking 
force ,  G-Force,  Horsepower. 
C o r d l e s s .  $ 1 9 9 . 
Email:porscheclub@mac.com
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DON’T BE SHY!
We’d love to hear about you and your passion for 

Porsche! Email the Editor at  newsletter@redriverpca.org

New OEM genuine Porsche Carrera & Boxster tool 
kit. "Special order" chrome-plated. 

This tool kit should be in your Porsche as there are 
"special" tools specific to each Porsche model. Also 
available, a rare brand new 911 930 21-pce tool kit. 
Carrera/Boxster tool kit - $399.

Email: porscheclub@mac.com

PORSCHE Authentic Fuel Jerrycan / Shop Rag Set

MADE IN GERMANY, features red Porsche script lettering 
and matching crest. Separate Diesel hose attachment. 
C h i l d - p r o o f 
protection. E10 
Proof. Spill-proof. 
M a t c h i n g 
r e d / w h i t e 
PORSCHE shop 
towel/rag.

Original wrap and 
packaging with 
genuine labels.

Three available to 
mix and match 
fuel or use for 
display purposes 
or show. Either 
way, you can have them all along with the famous 
PORSCHE shop rag that came as standard equipment 
with all vintage 911 tool kits. $199 each or all three for 
$299. Email porscheclub@mac.com

2005 Porsche Carrera S Coupe – Arctic Silver on Black

This is a Canadian car – with full service history over last 7 years 
(all service performed by Porsche Centre Winnipeg). Manitoba 
Safety Certificate along with a clean Car Fax – NO accidents. 
Spring service just done. 82,000 k. Third owner.

Factory Options: full extended leather(black), sport seats. 
heated seats, Sport Chrono package, Bose high end sound 
package – 6 pack CD changer, Porsche Excusive Aluminum 
look console, Short Sport Shift, 19in wheels, Bi-Xenon 
headlights, PASM and more. Comes with car cover.

Has an Evolution Motorsports Stage III package: Cold Air 
Intake, Hi-Flow Sport Exhaust / ECU - $10K add- on. Very nice 
set up and GREAT sound. Pushing 400 HP. (Note stock parts 
are available)

Asking price: $46,500 CDN.

For more information : call Richard , 204-794-5099 . 

 Porsche Wheel for sale

Specs are  8.5 J X 18 H 2   ET-
52

 Fits 993 & 996 Models, Came 
off of a 1999 911 (rear)

 Asking $250 obo.

 Call Rob @204-510-3272



If you have an article and or photos you would like to submit for publication in Red River Ramblings,
please contact Dallas Ewen, Editor at newsletter@redriverpca.org

Librarian
Lloyd Richardson
Historian@redriverpca.org

Julie Bailey
316-655-4058
racylacy944@yahoo.com

Past President
John Borody
Past-president@redriverpca.org

Treasurer
Linda Hogue
Treasurer@redriverpca.org

Secretary
George Derwin

Secretary@redriverpca.org

President
David Breed
President@redriverpca.org

Webmaster
Andreas Kottschoth

Webmaster@redriverpca.org

Newsletter Editor
Dallas Ewen
Newsletter@redriverpca.org

Vice-President
Hussein Dostmohamed

Vicepresident@redriverpca.org

Safety Chair
Gord Favelle 

Safetychair@redriverpca.org

Social Chair
(vacant)

Membership
Malcolm Hinds

(204) 488-9622
Membership@redriverpca.org

Meeting Schedule
Regular Club meetings occur on the first Wednesday of each month commencing at 7pm. 
Please feel free to come earlier for food and fellowship before the meeting.

    August 2 Diana’s Cucina

September  6 Tony Roma’s St. James
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The 2016 Porsche Macan is more than just an SUV, because every Porsche is also a 
sports car. Outside, the hood stretches sinuously between the wheel arches, lending the 
front a broad and powerful presence reminiscent of the legendary Porsche 917. With a 
choice of twin-turbo V6 engines producing up to 400hp, you can achieve maximum 
performance with moderate fuel consumption. Inside, sports car intimacy blends with 
SUV practicality as ergonomic architecture integrates you into the vehicle. Whether in S, 
GTS or Turbo versions, the Macan is designed to give you what you’re looking for: that 
feeling of being truly alive. 

©2012 Porsche Cars Canada, Ltd. Porsche recommends seat belt usage and observance of all traffic laws at all times. *Fuel economy based on Transport Canada estimates. Actual mileage and range will vary.

Life, intensified.

The new Porsche Macan.

660 Pembina Highway
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Tel (204) 284-7521
http://winnipeg.porschedealer.com


